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This fmz is produced mainly for trade reasons, 
but I most certainly won't refuse the usual 
contributions and LoC’s. I hope to major in 
artwork; and so, if you aspiring artists out 
there would send me -J- page , or full page illos 
I would appreciate it a bit more. If it is 
impossible for you to create immaginative art
work or other contributions, you may send mon
ey for whatever you think the particular issue 
is worth. I will not, however, reimburse you 
if you consider the zine to be lacking in re
gards to quality.
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Editorial

First off, I would like to point out that this 
fmz is edited and, for the most part, Publish

d Chuck Peterson
Residing at: 2245 E. Ashlan (no ’d”) Ave.

Fresno 26, Calif. 93726
GYRb will amear at irregular intervals due to 
the unpredictability of my means of publishing 
this thing. This particular issue was publish 
ed through the kindness of Kris Carey who
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GALAXY REPORTER #5; Dwain Kaiser, 5321 Mountain Veiw Drtr Las Vegas, Nevada
This issue contains two reprints: "The Great Secret of Fandom" by John Boardman 

from KNOWABLE, and "Youthis Joy", a short story by John Kusske from MICKEY. The rest 
is the usual number of articles found in a genzine.

GEMZINE #^?37; G. M. Carr, 5319 Ballard NW, Seattle 7, Wh., 98107
Is a typical apazine. Consists mainly of mailing comments, and a lettered. 

I was able to find some little quips that interested me. Also had food for thought.

THE SHADOW FAPA #13, 1^; UE, Don Fitch, 3908 Frijo, Covina, Calif. 91722
#13 had GRADUS AD PARGASSUM by Don which had an article by Don Simpson about a 

Korean war movie. THE HAPPY BENFORDS CHATTER consisted of mailing comments by Greg 
Benford and an autobiographical sketch by his brother, Jim. 'CORSAIR #1 by Dave 
Locke,tells of an interesting piece of literature he got in the mail about the Athe- » 
ists and their 00’s. SHAFAP #1^ consists of mailing comments by Don Fitch and Bob 
Lichtman. Cal Demmon does a movie review in W’BASKET, and Ruth Berman takes except
ion to John Boardman’s criticism of Tolkien in her PANTOPON #8. QUARK, by Thomas 
Perry is a humorous first issue regarding.' ID cards, and "cash only" fanzines. MOON
SHADE by Rick Sneary, Stan T-bolston, and Len Moffatt, vias almost completely illegible 
dittography. I was able, however, to make out some mailing comments on the first few 
pages. Also included with the SHAFAP was a regular FAPA postmailing named JESUS BUG. 
I haven’t had time to read it, but it looks interesting.

SCRIBBLE #12: Colin Freeman, *'1 Mornington Crescent, HARROGATE, Yorkshire, Eng.
I must break all my self imposed rules and say that I really enjoyed this zine. 

Perhaps it is because I like this type of zine period. It contains a humorous story 
about a boozed up wedding by that guy, John Berry. Another story about a downgrade.1 
inventor that invents a water witch, for cables. After a look at fashion trends by . 
Sid Birchby, The zine ended up with some anti-pun puns.

YANDRO #130; Robt, & Juanita Coulson, Rt. #3, Wabash Ind. ^-6992
This issue contains a book review by Gene Deweese, and a travelog with light 

reading by Alan Dodd. It also had the usual book and fmz reviews. It had also had 
a photo list sunpliment tacked on to the back for all you Chicon III goers. The art 
was fairly good, but some of the poetry was nothing to brag about — at least not up 
to the supposed YANDRO STANDARD.

From the I ordor Daily Mail: 
’’Sentence of three years ’ hard la
bor was imposed in Moscow, USSR, on 
Boris Yudkin, a T.V. Engineer, for 
corrupting the morals of at least 
fourty-one teenaged girls.

Yudkin, a 
bachelor, who stocked his suite with 
foreign wines, sweets and magazines, 
was found guilty of enticing girls to 
orgies where they were stripped and 
seduced.

He taught them”how women of 
the West make merry," according to 
the charge. He was accused also of 
photographing girls in "vulgar at
titudes . ”

Yudkin's activities were re
ported to the police by unnamed nei
ghbors who were ’’concerned with his 
evil behavior."



loaned me the use of his pro- 
< duction facilities. For magy 

of you, this will he the 1 
time that you have seen GYRE 
because being published si
multaneously with MACH has 
just quintupled my mailing 
list from forty. You see, I 
used a hecto for the last ish 
and the limit on discernible 
duplication is quite low. But 
even though, the color duplic
ation was an advantage; where
as now, I stick to Black & Gray<
I received many letters and 
trades from the last ish, but 
due to the projected size of 
thish, I was unable to include 
a lettercol. I did, however, 
put in a review of some of 
the fanzines that I received 
in trade. I plan to include 
the lettercol in the next full 
sized ish ( I print these short 
zines tp fill in the time gaps between 
the big ones. These pug-sized zines achieve 
the same end result as the larger ones, and they 
are a blessing because they take up so much less of my precious time.)

Chuck Peterson

A Fanzine ’’Review

COGNATE #1, 2; Rosemary Hickey, 2020 Mohawk, Chicago, Illinois, 60614
The first issue vias a sort of autobiographical-natterzine. Light reading consists 

of accounts of college life, narrative of trip, and some speculations as to the fut
ure. I just received the second issue in the Shadow Fapa mailing and haven’t had 
time to read it, but it is rather interesting in that it says that it is published 
for an Ompa mailing. The type is extremely large and very easy to read.

CRY #171; Weber and the Busby’s, Box 92, ~5O7 3rd Ave., Seattle, WhM 9810^
This issue contains a humorous article by Irish author, John Berry, about an at

tempted flight across the sea from Ireland to England using bicycle power. Among 
other articles, it contains an serious discussion on Prooerty rights vs. Civil Rights. 
The last page is a list of official CRY Letterhacks — all 298 of ’em.

DYNATH)N_l8t_ 19; Roy ? Chrystal Tackett, 915 Green Valley Rd., VJ., Albuquerque N.M,
The two issues came stapled together. Roy starts out by telling his problems ”” 

of switching jobs.. #18.contains articles by Cox, Baxter, and Woolston. #19 was sent 
■to ■ catch up with his mailing schedule. Contains a Westercon parody by Len Moffatt, & 
a story about "the lost chord" by LaboHtz.



0-N A PARALLEL SPACE - 
TIME PLANE

A Pictorial Thought-Essay
I’m sure all of you are aquainted with the “Parallel Space - Time Plane 
theory. Well, I was thinking about this theory when I suddenly thought 
how different the world might be if certain things never happened.
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